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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

Annette M. Messitt*

INTRODUCTION

In the fourth issue of the 50th volume of the DePaul Law Review, my predecessor began a new tradition—the Letter from the Editor.1 The letter was designed to provide a review of the preceding year and to inspire improvements and set challenges for the incoming board; however, rather than concentrate on our own accomplishments this year, I wish to reflect upon the work of all student-run law reviews and journals in light of the events of the past year.

II. A YEAR IN REVIEW

In his premier letter, after summarizing the first fifty years of the DePaul Law Review and encouraging future law review members to continue a tradition of excellence, former Editor-in-Chief David Dahlquist acknowledged the critics of student-run publications. He stated, "[D]ialogue within the legal community questions if law reviews serve an important and necessary role, or whether they are antquated institutions with little or no purpose."2 Sadly, the events of the past year at the World Trade Center in New York, the Pentagon in Washington, D.C., and in Pennsylvania served as a somber reminder that law reviews do indeed serve a very important role in the community: the role of providing publication opportunities and creating open forums for students, professors, and practitioners who wish to discuss, debate, and critique the most current and important events in the law and the world.

Since September 11th, law reviews throughout the country have published articles and comments referencing the aftermath of the events of September 11th and their effect on many areas of the law,

---


2. Id. at 1067.
including the following: international business law,\textsuperscript{3} freedom of information,\textsuperscript{4} the death penalty,\textsuperscript{5} governmental policies involving terrorism,\textsuperscript{6} tort law,\textsuperscript{7} criminal sentencing guidelines,\textsuperscript{8} environmental law,\textsuperscript{9} racial profiling,\textsuperscript{10} the right to privacy,\textsuperscript{11} and federalism.\textsuperscript{12} In addition to seeking, editing, and publishing articles on different areas of law, law reviews and student-run journals offered symposium panels to the community, which discussed many issues, including the Second Amendment,\textsuperscript{13} ethics and arbitration,\textsuperscript{14} election law,\textsuperscript{15} ecology and the law,\textsuperscript{16} NAFTA,\textsuperscript{17} women and the law,\textsuperscript{18} asylum,\textsuperscript{19} and the future of the


\textsuperscript{5} Jeffrey L. Kirchmeier, \textit{Another Place Beyond Here: The Death Penalty Moratorium Movement in the United States}, 73 U. COLO. L. REV. 1 (2002).


\textsuperscript{11} Thomas R. McCarthy, \textit{Don't Fear Carnivore: It Won't Devour Individual Privacy}, 66 Mo. L. REV. 827, 842 (2001).


\textsuperscript{13} The Northern Kentucky Law Review held a symposium entitled \textit{The Second Amendment Today: Historical & Contemporary Perspectives on the Constitutionality of Firearms Regulation} on February 16, 2002. See the Northern Kentucky law review web page, available at http://www.nku.edu/~chase/lawreview/symposium.htm (last visited April 14, 2002).


\textsuperscript{18} The University of San Francisco held a symposium entitled \textit{Shifting the Scales of Justice} on March 16, 2002. See the University of San Francisco Law Review web page, available at http://usfca/lawreview/symposium.html (last visited April 14, 2002).

\textsuperscript{19} The DePaul Law Review held a symposium entitled \textit{Beyond Belonging: Challenging the Boundaries of Nationality} on March 9, 2002. See the DePaul Law Review Symposium informa-
If possible, symposium panels were revised to include the effect of terrorism on matters of law; for example, the DePaul Law Review added a panel to its 12th Annual Symposium, entitled Beyond Belonging: Challenging the Boundaries of Nationality, to discuss refugee and asylum law in a world “at war with terror,” while another student-run publication, the DePaul Business Law Journal, added several panels addressing terrorism to its symposium on the future of the airline industry. I am confident that many law reviews and journals will dedicate future symposia to other evolving areas of law in the aftermath of September 11th and the commencement of the “War on Terrorism.”

### III. Continuing Excellence

In addition to continuing to create a forum for differing written and oral viewpoints on world issues, I encourage future DePaul Law Review members to strive for excellence and improvement both within the law review office and the law review publication itself. On internal matters, I urge future boards to continue to improve and change for the better the administrative functions of the law review, including the editing process, the cite-checking and writing programs for candidates, the internal budgeting procedure, law review website access, and the transition methods and materials for use by newly elected board members. Improving these internal functions will permit future boards to concentrate more fully on changing and improving the substance of our publication.

On matters involving the law review publication, I urge the board to continue soliciting book reviews, which this year’s board revived after a long absence. In the spirit of this reinstitution, future boards may consider reviving legislative notes and/or student notes that focus on Illinois law in an effort to better serve the local legal community. In addition, and perhaps most important, the DePaul Law Review must concentrate on forging strong and lasting relationships with our alumni, our incoming Dean, and our administrators and faculty at the DePaul University College of Law. Strong relationships with these allies will ensure that the DePaul Law Review has the financial and administrative support to continue to publish a quality journal of which the DePaul University College of Law and its students may be proud.

---

IV. CONCLUSION

Although law review management, writing, and editing work is completely voluntary and quite intensive, the rewards so greatly outnumber the trials that it is an opportunity that should not be missed. I applaud future law review candidates and editorial board members for undertaking the challenge. This type of dedication to the publication of the DePaul Law Review and enthusiasm for the continued study of the law in relation to local, national, and world events is that which defines the role of student-run law reviews and journals—an "important and necessary" role that will continue for years to come.